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Supersymmetric algebras have already proved useful in giving trans- 
parent proofs of a number of basic results of representation theory 
[3, 7-9, 1 l-l 51. Specifically, the technique of introducing virtual variables, 
which may have a different signature than the signature of variables to be 
delt with, often cuts down the amount of computation. Furthermore, the 
extension of results of representation theory to the superalgebraic setting 
sheds new light, and permits us to establish natural correspondences that 
were formally missing. 
In this note we carry out this program by deriving a superalgebraic 
version of the Branching Rules for the representations of the general linear 
group. While the statement of supersymmetric branching rules is in all 
respects similar to the ordinary one (and differing from it in our allowing 
variables of two signature), the proof yields a useful dividend, namely, a 
simple combinatorial construction of a canonical basis for the decomposi- 
tion of a restriction of a representation. 
As an application we give a supersymmetric generalization of Pieri’s 
formula, as well as a proof of this formula which is perhaps as short as it 
can be whittled down to. This application has been inspired by some recent 
work of Bofli [S, 61. 
We have benefited from the pioneering work of Berele and Regev [3], 
who were first to state such a supersymmetric extension of branching rules, 
as well as from the insights of Balentekin and Bars [2]. 
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In order to make the exposition self contained, in Sections 1 and 2 we 
summarize some basic facts from [ 13, 3, 7, S]. The results we establish are 
explictly formulated as twofold statements, even though, with regard to 
decomposition results, each of the two formulations could be derived from 
the other by a natural isomorphism (Section 6). 
1. SUPERALGEBRAS AND POLARIZATION OPERATORS 
A virtual L,-graded set is a pair (E, I I), where E is a set and ( I: X + Z, 
is a map such that the fibers Ei= {x~ E; 1x1 = i}, ie Z,, are countable sets. 
In the following, we will write InI for the parity of the integer n, that is, its 
class modulo 2. Let Man(E) be the free monoid generated by the set E; the 
parity of a word o E Mon( E), o = x,x2.. .x,, x, E E, is defined by setting 
loj= i lXil EZ*. 
i=l 
Given an element e E E and a word o E Man(E), the content of w with 
respect to e is the number cont(o; e) of entries of CO which equal e. 
Let K be an arbitrary field of characteristic zero that will remain fixed 
throughout this paper. The supersymmetric algebra Super[E] is the free 
Z,-graded commutative Db-algebra generated by E, that is the quotient 
algebra of the semigroup K-algebra of Man(E) with respect to the ideal .I 
generated by the elements 
uu - ( - l)l”l IDI vu, u, v E Mon( E). 
Super[E] is an associative superalgebra with respect to the decomposi- 
tion 
Super[E]=Super[E],@Super[E],, 
where Super[Eli is the K-linear span of all words w E Man(E) such that 
1~01 = i, iE Z,. 
For CCE.&, an element L E End,( Super [E] ) is said to be an 
cc-homogeneous left superderivation if the following conditions hold: 
(i) L[Super[E],] ~Super[E]~+., ie.Z, 
(ii) L(m) = L(u) u + ( - l)“lU1 uL(v), U, v E Man(E). 
Similarly, if R E End,(Super[E]) satisfies (i) and 
(ii’) R(uv)=(-l)“‘~“~R(u)v+uR(v),u,v~Mon(E), 
R is said to be an cr-homogeneous right superderivation. 
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A left (right) superderivation is a linear combination of homogeneous 
left (right) superderivations. From now on, a right superderivation will be 
written on the right of its argument; products of right superderivations will 
be considered left associative; that is, given an element w E Super[E], we 
write (0) R, R, for ((w) R,) R,. 
The following commutation property will play a crucial role in the 
sequel. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let L and R be a left and a right superderivation of 
Super [El, respectively. Then we have 
(Uo))R = U(o)R) 
for every o E Super [ E]. 
Given two virtual Z,-graded sets X, whose elements are called letters, 
and Y, whose elements are called places, we define the letterplace set Xx Y 
to be the set {(xly); XEX, YE Y>. Setting I(xly)l = 1x1 + ly( the letterplace 
set Xx Y becomes a virtual Z,-graded set. We write Super[XI Y] for the 
supersymmetric algebra generated by Xx Y; this superalgebra is called the 
(virtual) letterplace superalgebra. 
Given two letters xi, x,, the letter polarization operator D,(+, is the 
unique a-homogeneous left superderivation of Super[X] Y], with 
x = Ix, 1 + Ixil, such that 
D,, (z I Y 1 = k,;b; I Y) 
for every z E X, y E Y. 
Given two places yh, y,, the place polarization operator ,h,kQ is the 
unique a-homogeneous right superderivation of Super[Xl Y], with 
x= lyhl + Iy,l, such that 
for every x E X, t E Y. 
2. REPRESENTATJON THEORY 
A Young diagram T= (o,, w2, . . . . wP) on the set E is a sequence of 
words ORE Man(E) such that length(w,)>length(w,)> ... >length(o,)>O. 
The shape of T, sh( T), is the vector L = (2,) . . . . I,), where li = length(o,); 
we set, by convention, Ii = 0 for every i> p and call the integer 121 = 
A,+&+ ... + AP the total content of the diagram T. The content of T with 
respect to e E E is the integer cont( P, e) = Cf= I cont(o,; e). 
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If Oi = Xir xi2 . . Xi>,,, xii E E, the words 63, = x,,xy. . . x;,~, where Xj equals 
the number of words wi of T such that length(o,) >j, define the conjugate 
Young diagram T= (6,, d,, . . . . rijq); its shape I= (I,, x,, . . . . I,), with 
q = A,, is the conjugate shape of 1. 
Let now a linear order < be given on the L,-graded set E; the diagram 
T is said to be <--standard (or simply standard, when no confusion could 
arise about linear orders) whenever the following conditions are met: 
(i) if (xihl =O, then x~~<x~,~+~, 
(ii) if lxjh 1 = 1, then xih <xi h + 1, 
(iii) if [xk, I = 0, then xk, < xk + ,, j, 
(iv) if Ixk,l = 1, then x,,<x,+,,~, 
for every i= 1, 2, . . . . p;j= 1, 2, . . . . R,; /I= 1, 2, . . . . AP- 1; k= 1, 2, . . . . Jj- 1. 
Given p distinct symbols a,, . . . . up E E, the diagram (w,, w2, . . . . wP) such 
that wi= aft will be denoted by Coder(%; {ai>); similarly, we write 
Der(l; {ai}) for the conjugate diagram of Coder& {ai}). 
Given two words o E Man(X), W E Mon( Y), length(w) = length(w) = n, 
o=x~x*“‘x,, o=y,y,...yn, we write 
for the monomial 
in Super[XI Y]. 
(XI lY,)(x*Iy,)...(x,,IL(n) 
Given o! E X, we write D,,, for the product of (left) linear operators 
similarly, given fi E Y, we write PB”wQ for the product of (right) linear 
operators 
Ifyla ha . . Oy?y,a. 
Let S = (o,, w*, . . . . w,), T= (W,, W,, . . . . tip) be Young diagrams on X 
and Y, respectively, with sh(S) = sh( T). Let a,, . . . . aP E X0, /?, , . . . . p, E Y, be 
symbols such that 
cont(oj; fxi) = cont(tij; pi) = 0, 
for every i, j= 1, 2, . . . . p. The bitableau (Sl T) is the element 
(SIT)=D,,,y..Dwp+ ((c(:‘lw,) . . . (c$+$)) 
=((w,Ipi;‘>-~~(oplB~>)s~f~p -+up 
of Super[XI Y]. If sh(S) #sh(T), we set (Sl T)=O. 
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We explicitly remark that the choice of the symbols cli, fli is irrelevant. 
Let y1 , . . . . yq~Xl, q=A,, and 6, ,..., 6, E Y, be symbols such that 
cont(w,; yh) = cont(tij; Sj) = 0, i,j= 1 2 . . . . P, h = 1, . ..) q. 
The left symmetrized hitableau ( q ( T) is defined by setting 
(M lT)=D.l,:l...D.V~,(Der(i”; {Y,))IT) 
=(/?,!A,! 4,!)-’ 
x Dczly;, ...D,4,a,(Der(l; {vi}) ICoder(A; {hi})) Q~, a... +oR. 
Let now L be a finite subset of X, p and q be the cardinalities of L, and 
L,, respectively; the hook set H(L) is the set of all shapes A. such that 
$fl <q. We will denote by Tab,(L) the set of all Young diagrams 
T= (CO,, w2, . . . . w,), sh( T) = A, such that oi E Man(L) for every i. 
Given a shape 2. E H(L), 2, symbols PI, . . . . PA, E Y,, let us consider the 
K-subspace of Super[Xl Y] spanned by the set of all bitableaux 
(TI Der(k Vi))) 
with T= (o,, o+, . . . . up), ORE Man(L); this subspace is called the Schur 
module of shape % over the set L and it is denoted by S,(L). We explicitly 
note that the choice of the pi’s is irrelevant, up to trivial isomorphisms; 
hence, we will frequently write Der,l for the diagram Der(l; {pi}), the 
choice of a set of elements fii, . . . . /Ii,, E Y, being understood. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 1, E H(L): 
(i) S,(L) + (0). 
(ii) S,(L) is the linear span of the set of all left symmetrized 
bitableaux ( H I Der, A), with Z E Tab,(L). 
(iii) The set {(S Der,I); SETab,(L), S standard} is a basis of S,(L). 
(iv) The set {( q I Der,A); SE Tab,(L), S standard} is a basis of 
S,(L). 
In the following, we will denote by pi(L) the Lie superalgebra with basis 
{E,,.,; xz, XjE L} 
whose commutator is defined by extending bilinearly the map [ , 1: 
p&L) x pl( L) + pl( L), such that 
C&.x,, &,,,I = ~,,/Jx,x~ _ (_ 1)‘l”tl + Ix,l)(bhl + I-d) di & 3 X/TX,’ 
x,, xj, xh, xk E L. 
481.‘142;1-18 
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The Lie superalgebra pf(L) can be identified with the general linear Lie 
superalgebra pl( V) of all the endomorphisms of a Z,-graded vector space 
V= V,, @ V, , dim( VO) = p, dim( V,) = q. Furthermore, the map 
uniquely defines an even map of Lie superalgebras from p/(L) to the 
general linear Lie superalgebra of Super[Xl Y] and, hence, it defines a 
p/(L)-module p/(L). Super[XI Y] on the letterplace superalgebra. 
The term Schur module for the subspace S,(L) is justified by the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let /z E H(L). S,(L) is a simple pi(L)-submodule of 
Super[XI Y]. 
3. LOCALLY SYMMETRIZED BITABLEAUX 
Given two shapes p= (pr, . . . . PLY), 3, = (AI, . . . . A,), q d p, we will write 
,U E 2 whenever pi < Ai for every i = 1, 2, . . . . q. Let L be a proper Z,-graded 
set, ,u, A shapes such that p c 2, c1 I , . . . . c(+, E X- L, lcli ) = 1 for every 
i=l ? . . . . pl ; given a diagram Z = (wr , 02, . . . . oy) E Tab,(L), a diagram 
z’~Tab,( Y), and an element x E X- {CC], . .. . xv,,}, we define the locally 
symmetrized bitableau 
to be the element 
D,,+..D, &(~I Z’L t=p,. 
of Super[XI Y], where X= (x1, . . . . xi,,) is the diagram of shape 1 such that 
x = a”‘x”’ ~ 68 I I > for every i = 1, 2, . . . . A,. 
We note again that the choice of the elements M, E X- L is irrelevant. 
EXAMPLE 1. Setp= (2,2, l), A = (3,3,2), Z= (ab, bc, b)ETab,( (a, b,c}). 
Then, we have 
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In the following, L will denote a fixed i&-graded proper set; given 
x E X-L, we set L’ = L u {x}. Furthermore, p = (p,, . . . . ,u~), A = (A,, . . . . A,), 
will be shapes such that ,u E i, A E H( L’). 
PROPOSITION 4. ( q ~.~ 1 Der ,A) E S,( L’), jk every diagram 2 E Tab,(L). 
We recall that the Schur module S,(L’) is a simple pl(L’)-module; on the 
other hand, S,(L’) turns out to be a p/(L)-module, under the identity 
monomorphism pl( L) 4 pl( L’). We have: 
THEOREM 1. (i) The map (B IDer,p))H(Eii,.jDer,II), ZETab,(L), 
uniquely defines a pl( L)-module homomorphism 
,$y : S,,(L) + S,( L’). 
(ii) Let 1x1 = 0. If max{li- pi; i= 1, 2, . . . . %,} < 1, then YpX is 
injective. 
(iii) Let 1x1 = 1. Zf max{+p,; i= 1, 2, . . ..p}< 1, then Y@., is 
injective. 
Proof. Let dl, . . . . 6, E YO; set Coder,p = (Sy’, 87, . . . . 82) and 
Coder,A= (Sfl, 62, . . . . 62). Let now W,(L) be the subspace of 
Super[Xj Y] spanned by the set {( q I Coder,p); z~Tab,,(L)}, and let 
M,(L) be the subspace spanned by the set ((TICoder,l); TETab,(L)). 
From [7], it follows that the map 
(H ICoder,~L)-(lZ IDer,p), Z E Tab,(L) 
uniquely defines a p/( L)-module isomorphism 
F: Wp( L) H S,,(L). 
Furthermore, since 
Z E Tab,(L), 
it is immediately seen that the ma:, 
(IZ ICoder,~c)H(~,,~ICoder,~), ZETab,(L) 
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uniquely defines a p/(l)-module homomorphism 
G: W,(L) H M,.(L). 
Finally, let 
H: M,(L) t-+ S,(L) 
be the unique linear operator-with non-trivial kernel-such that 
H(TICoder,A)=(TIDer,A)=(TIDer(l; {a,})), lB,l = 1, for every 
TsTab,(L); the operator H can be written, up to a scalar factor, as a 
product of place polarization operators, and, hence, it is a p/(L)-module 
homomorphism by Proposition 1. Since 
&=k.H.G.F-‘, kE06, 
assertion (i) follows. 
Let now 1x1 = 0. By applying the Laplace expansions of steps (Aj- p,), 
j= 1, 2, . . . . p, the element 
ypx( q I Derk i Pi) I= ( q px IDNA; { Pi} 1 
can be rewritten-up to a scalar factor-as 
2. 1 
(Ld IDer,p). fl (xIBJ~‘~~ 
i= I 
plus a polynomial Pin Super[Xl Y]. Since max{Ii--p,; i= 1,2, . . . . /I,} d 1, 
then nf; 1 (x I /?i)“‘p”’ is non-zero; furthermore, each monomial in P has 
multidegree (d, , d2, . . . . d,) different from (1, - i,, xz - fi2, . . . . I,, - jIA,) in 
the variables (x I pi), i = 1, 2, . . . . 1,. In consequence of it, the existence of a 
non-trivial linear relation among the elements 
(Eip.~IDerL~~~ Z E Tab,,(L), Z standard 
would imply the existence of such a relation among the elements 
(I4 IDer,~), Z E Tab,(L), Z standard 
contradicting Proposition 2(iv); hence, s”,.l is a monomorphism. 
Assertion (iii) can be proved in an analogous way. 1 
EXAMPLE 2. Let a,b,cEL,, dEL,, XEX,, a,,cc,,cc,~X,, P,,/?2,/?3~ 
Y, , p = (3, 1 ), ,I = (5, 3). Hence, we have 
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By the Laplace expansion of steps(3, 2), (1, 2) this equals 
-2(a b dlb’, a2 /j3)(XjP4)(XIP5)(CIB,)(XIa2)(Xr83) 
-2(c b 4Bl P2 P3)(~IB4)(~IP5)(alBI)(~IB2)(~I/j~)+P 
47 1;; fi2 P3) ~~lB4~~~lB5~~~lB2~~~l~3~ + p, 
where P is a sum of monomials that are not divisibie by the monomial 
(x I B2)b I P3b I B4Mx I B5). 
In the following, we will denote by [Yflp,,] the image of S,(L) under the 
homomorphism YflX. From Proposition 3 and Theorem 1, it follows: 
COROLLARY. (i) Let JxI = 0, max(li - pi; i = 1,2, . . . . A,} d 1; then 
[YPx] is a simple pi(L)-submodule of S,(L’). 
(ii) Let 1x1 = 1, max{li- pi; i = 1, 2, .,., p} < 1; then [YP*] is a simple 
PI(L)-submodule of S,( L’). 
4. THE BRANCHING THEOREM 
Let n E N. We will denote by SA(L’; cant(x) = n) the vector subspace of 
S,(L’) spanned by the set 
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Furthermore, we will write 
whenever PEEL(L), ,UG& 111 -IpI =IZ, and max{X,-bi; i= 1,2, . . . . A,} 
d 1; similarly, we will write 
11=1nJ 
whenever puEH(L), 11~2, IA/ - 1~1 =n, and max{Ai-pi; i= 1,2, . . ..p} d 1. 
We have: 
PROPOSITION 5. (i) SJL’; cant(x) = n) is a p/(L)-submodule of S,(L’). 
(ii) Let 1x1 =O. Then S,(L’; cant(x) = n) # (0) -if and only if 
b4PCOn~l+@. 
(iii) Let 1x1 = 1. Then S,(L’;cont(x) = n) # (0) if and only if 
bGP~Cl??J*lf@. 
THEOREM 2. S,(L’; cant(x) = n) is a semisimple PI(L)-module. The 
following complete decompositions hold: 
(i) Let 1x1 = 0. Then Sj,(L’; cant(x) = n) = @,,,, j, [YPx]. 
(ii) Let 1x1 = 1. Then S,(L’; cant(x) =n) = ePclnA: [9&]. 
COROLLARY. (i) Let 1x1 =O. The set 
(( H Icx IDer, A); p con 2, Z E Tab,(L), Z standard} 
is a basis of SJL’; cant(x) = n). 
(ii) Let 1x1 = 1. The set 
{(OpxIDer,~);~C ,,, A, Z E Tab,(L), Z standard) 
is a basis of S,(L’; cant(x) = n). 
The preceding results can be proved in the following way. Let < be a linear 
order on L’ = L u {x} such that x is the greatest element. Proposition 5 
follows from Proposition 2 by considering diagrams in Tab,(L’) that are 
standard with respect to the linear order 6. Furthermore, the simple 
pi(L)-modules [cYUul,,] that appear in (i) of Theorem 2 are mutually non- 
isomorphic [4, Corollary 41; thus, their sum is a direct sum. On the other 
hand, the sets 
and 
{Z~Tab,(L);pc On 1, Z < -standard} 
{SE Tab,( L’); cont(S; x) = n, S d -standard}’ 
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are equicardinal and, hence, assertion (i) follows again from Proposition 2. 
Assertion (ii) of Theorem 2 can be proved in an analogous way. 
Since S,(L’)= QjnsN S,( L’; cant(x) = n) as a pl( L)-module, one 
immediatly derives the following version of the Branching Rules. 
COROLLARY. S,(L’) is a semisimple pl( L)-module. The following com- 
plete decompositions hold: 
(i) Let 1x1 =O. Then 
where the summation ranges over the set of all the shapes p = (p,, . . . . pq), 
such that ~EH(L), andA,>,p,>,I,>p2> .... 
(ii) Let 1.x = 1. Then 
where the summation ranges over the set of all the shapes p = (p,, . . . . p,), 
such that PEE(L), andX,>b,>Xz>ji,3 .... 
5. PIERI'S FORMULA 
Let 9 be a Lie superalgebra and let M and N be Ilp-modules; the tensor 
product M@N turns out to be an .=!Z-module with respect to the action 
defined as 
for every x E M, y E N, p E 9, X, p homogeneous. The tensor product 
M@ N is isomorphic, as an Z’-module, to NO A4 under the map 
x E M, y E N, p E 3, x, y homogeneous. 
Our next aim is to derive a version of Pieri’s formula which holds for 
Schur pi(L)-modules, that is, to describe a complete decomposition of the 
tensor product S,(L)@ S,(L) in the case when 1 is any Young shape in 
H(L) and 8 is a “row shape” or a “column shape.” 
Let nEZ+; we write n for the row shape n=(n). Given any shape 
/z = (A,) . ..) I%,), we set n 0 I& = (n + A,, I., , . . . . %,). 
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Let now w E Man(L) be a word of length n, Z = (or, . . . . wP) a diagram 
in Tab,(L) and x an element in X-L such that 1x1 = 0; we will denote 
by w@Z the diagram (x”‘o, wl, . . ..oP). Clearly ogZ~Tab,,,(L’), 
L’=Lu (x}. 
PROPOSITION 6. The map 
(oIDer,n)@(ZIDer,A) 
H(-l)l”l.(lOll+“.+Iw~l)(~OZIDer,nOI) 
with WE Man(L), length(o) =n, z~Tab,(L), uniquely defines a p/(L)- 
module isomorphism 
@: S,(L)@ S,(L) -+ S,@,(L’; cant(x) = A,). 
ProoJ: Let Q’ be a linear order on L’ = L u (x} such that x is the 
smallest element. The map @ induces a bijection between the sets 
{(S’(Der,n)@(S(Der,/l); S’ETabJL), SETab,(L), 
S and S’ <‘-standard} (1) 
and 
{(-~)I”~‘(I”II+‘..+~“PI)(S’OSID~~,~O~); 
S’ E Tab,(L), SE Tab,(L), S and S’ <‘-standard}, (2) 
that are bases of S,(L)@ S,(L) and S,,,(L’; cant(x) = A.,), respectively. 
Hence, @ uniquely defines a H-linear isomorphism. Furthermore, given 
two arbitrary diagrams C E Tab,,(L), Z E Tab,(L), the element 
(CIDer,n)O(ZIDer,l) (3) 
is uniquely expanded as a linear combination of the basis elements (1 ), by 
applying the straightening relations of S,(L) and S,(L) with respect o the 
linear order induced by <‘; by applying the straightening relations of 
S,BA(L’; cant(x) = A,) with respect to the linear order induced by G’, the 
image of (3) under the map @ is uniquely expanded as a linear combina- 
tion of the basis elements (2), with the same coefficients. Hence 
~((CIDer,n)O(ZlDer,(~)) 
=(-l)l”l.(l”‘l+‘~~+l”~l)(C~Z(Der~n~~) 
for every C E Tab,(L), Z E Tab,(L). 
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The fact that @ is a p/(L)-module isomorphism can be checked by 
straightforward computations. 1 
Let now ii be the conjugate shape of n. We denote by E, @ ii the conjugate 
shape of n @ 2. Given a diagram Z = (wl, . . . . op) E Tab,(L), a diagram 
c = (x1 ) . ..) x,), X~E L, and an element XE X- L, 1x1 = 1, we will denote by 
Z@ C the diagram (xo, , . . . . xwp, x, , . . . . x,). Clearly Z& C E Tab j.oi(L’), 
L’=Lu {x}. 
PROPOSITION 7. The map 
(ZIDer,A)@(CIDer,ii) 
-C--l) g’i.,~,Z)(ZOCIDer,IIOii) 
with Z E Tab,(L), C E Tab,(L), and 
h=l 
uniquely defines a PI(L)-module isomorphism 
The proof of Proposition 7 is essentially the same as that of Proposi- 
tion 6. However, the fact that the map Y “preserves the straightening 
relations” is a little more delicate to prove. Specifically, let (or, . . . . op) E 
Tab,(L); the generic straightening relation of S,(L) can be written as 
h=l 3 . . ..P- 1, 
where w,,=vlw’, oh+, =w”v2, vl, v,~Mon(L) and 
is the image of the element o=o’o”, length(o) > A,, under the 
diagonalization map of the Hopf algebra Super[L] [ 11, 131. 
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Set A’ = (2, + 1, . . . . A, + 1 ), We have 









where 0 = o’xo” and 
, 
\ 
in the Hopf algebra Super[L’]; the last sum equals 0, since it is a 
straightening relation in S,,(L’). 
COROLLARY (Pieri’s Formula). (i) S,(L) @ S,(L) is a semisimple 
pl(L]-module. The following isomorphism holds: 
S,(L) 0 S,(L) = 0 S,,(L), 
P 
where the summation ranges over the set 
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(ii) S;(L)@ S,(L) is a semisimple PI(L)-module. The following 
isomorphism holds: 
sj,(L) 0 s,(L) 2 0 sp(L)3 
where the summation ranges over the set 
6. A REMARK ON THE SCHUR-WEYL DUALITY 
(THE INVOLUTION OF THE RING OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS) 
Let L c X be a proper Z,-graded set. A dual set of L is a subset L* c X 
together with a bijection * : L -+ L* such that, writing x* for the image of 
x E: L under the map *, the following condition holds: 
Ix*] = (XI + 1, for every x E L. 
The bijection * : L + L* uniquely defines an isomorphism from Man(L) 
to Mon(L*); the image in Mon(L*) of a word w~Mon(L) will be con- 
sistently denoted by CO*. Given a diagram T = (o1, . . . . CO,,), W,E Man(L), we 
set T* = (UT, . . . . CO,*). 
The Lie superalgebra pl( L*) is canonically isomorphic to pi(L) and, 
hence, a pZ(L*)-module can be regarded as a p/(L)-module and vice versa, 
in the obvious way. 
Let now IE H(L). The Schur module Sz(L*) of shape 1 over the set 
L* is isomorphic, as a pi(L)-module, to S,(L). The K-vector space 
Hom,,(,,(S,(L), Sx(L*)) is l-dimensional; its elements are the scalar multi- 
ples of the isomorphism 
8: S,(L) -+ Sx(L*) 
defined by extending the map 
(T\Der,I)-+(m IDer,X), 
for every TE Tab,(L) [7, 81. 
Moreover. we have: 
PROPOSITION 8. The restricted map 
(TIDer,i)-+( T IDer,X), a 
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with TE Tab,(L), cont( T; x) = n, uniquely defines a pl(L - {x})-module 
isomorphism 
8: S,(L; cant(x) = n) + S,(L*; cont(x*) = n). 
Using Proposition 8, assertion (ii) of Theorem 2 can be derived-up to 
isomorphism-from assertion (i) and vice versa. 
Specifically, let L be a proper set, x $ L, 1x1 = 1, L’ = L u {x}. Set 
L’* = L* u {x*}. By Proposition 8, we have 
S,(L’; cant(x) = n) = B[S,(L’*; cont(x*) = n)]. 
Applying Theorem 2(i), we have the decomposition 
B[S,(L’*; cont(x*) = n)] = @ t3[ [9&,]]. 
P,=o.X 
Since O[[Y&]] z [y?,,,] E S,(L*) g S,(L), we have 
Si(L’; cant(x) = n) r @ S,(L). 
or =h j. 
Finally, it should be noted that Pieri’s Formulae reduce to a single 
formula in the superalgebraic setting; as a matter of fact, one can deduce 
formula (ii) from formula (i) by using the isomorphism 0, and vice versa. 
Furthermore, the classical formulae for the general inear group GL( V) are 
seen to be special cases of our formula (i), by setting L = L, and L = L,, 
respectively. Indeed, if L = L,-that is, V= I’-then S,(L) g A”V, 
S,(L)r L, V, and, if L= Lo, then S,(L) 2 Sym, V, S,(L) r Lx V, where 
LA V denotes the Schur GL( V)-module of shape 2 according to the notation 
of [l]. 
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